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When kittypet Tiny crosses paths with some wild forest cats defending their
territory, he is left with scars—and a bitter, deep-seated grudge. As his reputation
grows among the strays and loners that live in the dirty brick alleyways of
Twolegplace, he changes his name to Scourge and puts everything about his old
life behind him—except his deadly desire for revenge.
A thrilling new adventure begins in Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors series!
They have always lived by the code—but only change can keep the peace. A new
age is dawning on the warrior Clans. Now a new generation of warriors rises—one
wrestling with the legacy of his great ancestor Firestar, one seeking to protect her
troubled Clan, and one yearning to prove herself as a medicine cat—as leaders
from all five Clans agree that the Warrior Code must be reformed. But when
tragedy strikes RiverClan, old fears will threaten the new peace… unless these
three young cats can calm the coming storm. This seventh epic Warriors series is
full of action, intrigue, and adventure. This first book is the perfect introduction for
new readers, while long-time fans will discover what unfolds after the events of
The Broken Code.
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Discover the secrets of Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors series. Enter the
world of the warrior Clans… In this two-in-one field guide, get an indispensable
insider’s look at the world of the five warrior cat Clans. The perfect addition to
any Warriors fan’s collection, this paperback special edition includes two
companion books in one volume: Warriors Field Guide: Secrets of the Clans:
Learn about the origin of the Clans, their history and legends, and the training,
traditions, and rituals involved in the lifelong path of a warrior. Warriors: Code of
the Clans: Discover the origins of the warrior code, which governs how Clan cats
live side by side in times of war and peace, with untold stories from the Warriors
world and beautiful black-and-white illustrations.
Newleaf is coming, and Leafstar is proud to see SkyClan thriving under her
leadership. The woods are brimming with prey, the warriors den is full, and
Leafstar is expecting kits of her own. But a stranger is lurking near SkyClan’s
territory, and Leafstar’s newborn kits—and the rest of the young Clan—could be in
serious danger.
Sasha has returned to the forest to raise her kits, Moth, Hawk, and Tadpole, but
Tigerstar still haunts her dreams. She thinks she's a safe distance from
ShadowClan's prying eyes, but Sasha fears that Tigerstar will soon discover the
existence of his kits. As leaf-bare stretches on and Sasha finds it harder to feed
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her family, she wonders if her kits might be better off as warriors, with a Clan to
protect and train them. But where does Sasha belong?
The brand-new arc of Erin Hunter's bestselling Bravelands series continues in the
latest thrilling adventure! Friends and family are split as longtime allies turn on
each other, and born foes form unlikely bonds. The very threat that led Bramble
to leave the place he called home has ensnared the creatures who live on the
mountain. As the mysterious poison begins to affect more and more animals,
Chase struggles to determine where her loyalties should lie. And down on the
plains, Prance prays that the Great Spirit will send Thorn a solution to the
shadowy menace. But even the Great Father may not be able to save them this
time. Full of epic adventure and thrilling intrigue, this new Bravelands adventure
will thrill readers who love the Spirit Animals and Wings of Fire series, as well as
the legion of dedicated fans who've made Erin Hunter a bestselling phenomenon.
Full of never-before-seen stories, full-color artwork, and captivating details about
the warrior Cat clans, Warriors: The Ultimate Guide is a must-have addition to
any Warriors collection. This gorgeous digital edition includes: Full-color
illustrations and in-depth biographies of important characters from the series,
including all the content from Warriors: Cats of the Clans Never-before-seen art
and detailed backstories for forty more cats Maps of each territory featured in the
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Warriors novels An in-depth look at each of the five warrior Clans This field guide
is a fantastic introduction to the Warriors world for new readers, and an
indispensable resource for longtime fans.
Harboring growing suspicions about the trustworthiness of SkyClan newcomer
Sol, a wary Leafstar is challenged to protect her clanmates when Sol's actions
threaten everyone with disaster.
Ravenpaw and Barley helped their friends in ThunderClan defeat the vicious
BloodClan cats in Twolegplace. Now they're ready to fight to reclaim their home
on the farm. Firestar has promised to send a warrior patrol to assist them, but
Ravenpaw worries that it won't be enough to chase out the invaders. He knows
that he must find his courage and fight like a warrior—or lose his home forever.
The warrior cats leap off the page in their first-ever original full-color adventure—a
stand-alone graphic novel set in the wild world of Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling
Warriors series. When RiverClan fell under the rule of the vicious Tigerstar,
Feathertail barely escaped with her life. Now RiverClan is trying to rebuild in unity
and peace—even if Feathertail isn’t ready to forgive her Clanmates. But when
RiverClan takes in a rogue cat named Sasha and her two kits, Feathertail must
find a way to escape the shadows of the past if she is to be a part of her Clan’s
future. Set after the events of Warriors: The Prophecies Begin, this actionPage 4/14
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packed, stand-alone adventure is perfect for longtime Erin Hunter fans and new
readers alike.
Ravenpaw and Barley have been driven away from their farm by a group of
vicious cats. Now the two loners must turn to ThunderClan—led by Ravenpaw's
friend Firestar—for shelter. Firestar takes them in and promises to help them take
back their home as soon as possible, but ThunderClan is in great danger.
BloodClan cats have been launching raids on ThunderClan's territory and
attacking Clan patrols. Can Ravenpaw and Barley help Firestar and his Clan fight
off their enemies? And will they ever be able to get home again?
A full-color collection of three manga adventures from the world of Erin Hunter’s
#1 bestselling Warriors series—never before available in color! This epic volume
includes all three books in the Graystripe’s Adventure manga trilogy: The Lost
Warrior, Warrior’s Refuge, and Warrior’s Return. Set after the events of
Warriors: The New Prophecy #3: Dawn, this graphic novel adventure follows one
of the series’ most beloved characters as he embarks on a difficult journey to
return to his home among the Clans. Graystripe, deputy of ThunderClan, has
been captured by Twolegs. He longs to go back to the forest and his Clan, and
sets off in search of his Clanmates alongside a feisty kittypet named Millie. But
with the forest destroyed, and no clear path to lead him, how will Graystripe find
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his way home?
As prophesized, a young house cat becomes an apprentice warrior in a clan of
wild cats, where he faces many dangers and treachery both within and outside of
his new clan.
A full-color collection of three manga adventures from the world of Erin Hunter’s
Warriors series—never before available in color! This epic volume includes all
three books in the Ravenpaw’s Path manga trilogy: Shattered Peace, A Clan in
Need, and The Heart of a Warrior. Set after the events of the first Warriors series,
The Prophecies Begin, this graphic novel adventure follows Firestar’s friend and
former Clanmate Ravenpaw as he fights to protect his new home. Ravenpaw is
no longer a warrior—but when a vicious group of rogue cats arrives at the barn
where he now lives with his friend Barley, his peaceful new life is under threat.
He must turn to his old friends in ThunderClan for help…and find the courage to
fight like a warrior once more.
The creative team behind the hit Tales from the Crypt #8 “Diary of a Stinky Dead
Kid” team up again to launch this new parody series from Papercutz! Following
the killing of their mentor Dumb-as-a-door by the seemingly traitorous barista
Frappe, Harry Potty, Don Measley and Whiny Stranger must find a way to defeat
the nose-less dark lord Value-Mart (He-Whose-Prices-Can’t-Be-Beat) and his
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followers, the Odor Eaters in order to avenge the death of Harry Potty’s parents
and bring balance to the world of magic.
When Aunt Flossie’s Hats (and Crab Cakes Later) was first published in 1991, it
met with an overwhelming response from readers and reviewers alike. Here was
“a wonderful family story,” as The Horn Book Magazine said, “set matter-offactly in an African-American environment.” Since then, the story of Sarah and
Susan’s Sunday afternoon with their great-great-aunt Flossie—and her many hats
and stories—has become a favorite book for sharing and for initiating
conversations about family history.
When Sasha is forced to leave her cozy home and her human owners for life in the wild, she
soon meets Tigerstar, the enigmatic leader of ShadowClan, but she does not know if she can
trust him or his offer of a place with his Clan.
There will be three, Kin of you kin.... Who hold the Power of the stars In their paws. A secret
prophecy shapes the lives of Firestar's grandchildren, but only one of the three knows about it.
Jaypaw is captivated by the power it promises, and he believes the key to that power may lie
buried in the distant past -- with the ancient cats who once walked these woods and now prowl
through his dreams. His search for answers leads him toward the mountains -- the home of the
Tribe of Rushing Water. Lionpaw and Hollypaw feel drawn to the mountains too, for different
reasons. But the mountains hide secrets as well as answers, and if the three cats find a way to
get there, they may discover more than they ever expected.
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Describes the adventures of Graystripe, a former leader of ThunderClan, as he struggles
between staying with his adopted Twoleg family and embarking on a quest to find his lost feline
companions.
The thrilling conclusion to the Tigerstar and Sasha trilogy.
Book two in the #1 New York Times best-selling Descendants series--now in the wickedly fun,
action-packed graphic novel! Mal's an expert at intimidating her enemies, but she's broken the
habit since leaving her villainous roots behind. So when she and her friends Evie, Carlos, and
Jay all receive threatening messages demanding they return home, Mal can't believe it. Sure,
she's King Ben's girlfriend now, and she's usually nice to her classmates, but she still didn't
think anyone would be silly enough to try to push her around. The thing is, it kind of worked.
Especially since she and her friends have a sneaking suspicion that their villainous parents are
behind the messages. And when Evie looks into her Magic Mirror, what she sees only confirms
their fears. Maleficent's just a tiny lizard after her run-in with Mal at Ben's Coronation, but she's
the worst villain in the land for a reason. Could she have found a way to escape? Whatever's
going on, Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay know they have to sneak back to the Isle and get to the
bottom of it. Without its infamous leader, the island's even worse than when they left it, but the
comforts of home—even a home as gloomy as the Isle of the Lost—can be hard to resist for
recently reformed villains. Will the kids be able to beat the evil bubbling at the Isle's wicked
core, or will the plot to destroy Auradon succeed?
Ravenpaw, a former ThunderClan apprentice, fights to save his new home from cruel
BloodClan cats, in the third story arc from the Warriors manga program filled with epic
adventure, high-stakes battles and life-altering decisions. Original. 50,000 first printing.
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Full of epic adventure, high-stakes battles, and life-changing decisions, our favorite felines
come alive in this fully illustrated black-and-white manga novel. This is the thrilling conclusion
to the Tigerstar and Sasha trilogy.
Sister is home sick from school. Mama wants to take good care of her so she can get well
quickly. It turns out that keeping Sister happy all day long is no small job! Soon both Sister and
Mama are more than ready for a return to school.

The Ghoulunatics – The Vault-Keeper, the Old Witch, and everyone’s favorite, The
Crypt-Keeper are back to offer their twisted takes on “Diary of a Wimpy Kid,” the
“Twilight”series, and Guitar Hero! The cover-featured Stinky Dead Kid stars in two
tales - - one that explains exactly how he became a Stinky Dead Kid, and another in
which he battles “Guitar Demon,” a popular musical toy that’s become possessed by
an evil entity. There’s also the trenchant tale of teen love involving a girl and a vampire,
“Dielite,” and the riotous return of the ever-doomed Thomas Donnelly in his most
bizarre tale yet!
Hear the stories of the great warriors as they've never been told before! Cats of the
Clans is chock-full of visual treats and captivating details, including full-color illustrations
and in-depth biographies of important cats—from fierce Clan leaders to wise medicine
cats to the most mischievous kits, as well as loners, rogues, and kittypets. This
collectible guide is a great introduction to the Warriors series for new fans and is
indispensable for those already hooked!
A full-color collection of three graphic novel adventures from the world of Erin Hunter’s
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Warriors series—never before available in color! This epic volume contains all three
books in the SkyClan and the Stranger trilogy: The Rescue, Beyond the Code, and
After the Flood. Newleaf is coming, and Leafstar is proud to see SkyClan thriving under
her leadership. But when the arrival of a mysterious stranger throws SkyClan into
turmoil, Leafstar must figure out what is best for her Clan—once and for all. With newly
colorized art, this stand-alone adventure is perfect for the collections of longtime
Warriors readers or any graphic novel fan.
Graystripe, deputy leader of ThunderClan, has finally returned to his forest home after
being kidnapped by Twolegs, and finds that Firestar has appointed a new deputy
leader.
Sasha has decided to forge a life outside of the Clans and away from Tigerstar's evil
plots and plans. But life as a rogue is much harder than she expects, and Sasha soon
starts to lose hope. Will she be forced to wander alone forever, scrapping for every
meal and fighting with the cruel, territorial cats who dwell in the alleys of Twolegplace?
Graystripe and Millie have finally found ThunderClan's old territory, but Twoleg
monsters have devastated the forest and Graystripe fears that all of his Clanmates
have been killed or captured by Twolegs. Millie insists that they keep looking, and an
old friend helps point the two cats on the path that the Clans followed many moons ago.
But danger still lurks around every turn, and Graystripe worries that he and Millie are
lost on an impossible journey.
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As tensions grow between the Clans, Jayfeather, Lionblaze, and Dovepaw realize that
evil is sometimes no more than a whisker's length away. Meanwhile, one cat will make
a stand for what is right and another may be lost forever.
The warrior cats leap off the page in this full-color graphic novel adventure—a standalone story set in the world of Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors series. Forced out
of the forest that had been their home for generations, the four warrior Clans are about
to settle into their new homes around the lake. Some cats see their new beginning as a
chance for the Clans to live together in peace and friendship, but WindClan’s deputy
Mudclaw believes the other Clans cannot be trusted. And as he prepares to take the
ailing Tallstar’s place as leader, he is determined to do whatever it takes to secure the
future of his Clan—no matter the cost. Set during the events of Warriors: The New
Prophecy, this action-packed, stand-alone adventure is perfect for longtime Erin Hunter
fans and new readers alike.

The end of the stars draws near. Three must become four to battle the darkness
that lasts forever. . . . After countless moons of treachery, Tigerstar's Dark Forest
apprentices are ready to lay siege upon the warrior Clans. As Jayfeather,
Dovewing, and Lionblaze prepare to lead their Clanmates into battle, they await
the arrival of the mysterious fourth warrior who is prophesied to help lead the
Clans to glory. The darkest hour the Clans have ever faced has dawned. Hopes
will be shattered and heroes will rise as the warriors fight for their very survival.
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One kingdom. Three worlds. An all-new series packed with high-stakes
adventures from bestselling Warriors author Erin Hunter, perfect for fans of
Wings of Fire and Endling. The pandas of the Bamboo Kingdom have never
forgotten the great flood that ended the peaceful life they’d always known. But
for three young creatures born that day, the flood marks not an end, but a
beginning—the beginning of their struggles to find a place in very different worlds.
Leaf, raised in the sparse Northern Forest, works tirelessly to help her family find
bamboo to eat; Rain, hot-tempered, refuses to accept a suspicious new leader in
her Southern Forest community; and Ghost, clumsy and uncoordinated, worries
he’ll never fit in with his hunter family in the mountains. None of them know that
the others are out there, but thanks to a mysterious tiger that’s been threatening
the Kingdom, they will soon find each other—and fulfill a prophecy that had been
made long before they were born. This first book of a thrilling new animal
adventure series from Erin Hunter is sure to enthrall readers of her other
bestselling series. Fans will love having a new universe to immerse themselves
in!
When young Zita discovers a device that opens a portal to another place, and her
best friend is abducted, she is compelled to set out on a strange journey from
star to star in order to get back home.
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In 2001, audiences first met and fell in love with a twelve-year-old criminal
mastermind named Artemis Fowl. Since then, the eight-book series about his
adventures has sold over twenty-five million copies throughout the world. To
coincide with the major motion picture coming from the Walt Disney Studios in
August 2019, here is an all-new graphic novel adaptation of the book with crisp,
accessible storytelling and clear, cinematic perspectives. Readers of all ages can
now follow the siege at Fowl Manor between Artemis and the fairies in actionpacked, full-color panels.
In the third book in the CatStronauts graphic novel series, your favorite elite team
of cat astronauts is a member short--one of the team has quit! When chief
science officer Pom Pom rejoins the CatStronauts on the International Space
Station, she has to get to work right away--the Hubba Bubba Telescope isn't
working, and CATSUP is losing funding by the day! But as the CatStronauts and
Mission Control race to find answers, the unthinkable happens and pilot Waffles
is forced to orbit the Earth in nothing but his space suit. Even though he's no
scaredy cat, Waffles has a hard time staying out in space. When disaster on a
global scale rears its head, will a fractured CatStronauts team be enough to save
the day? In this full color graphic novel, debut author/illustrator Drew Brockington
takes the CatStronauts to the brink, adding in mounds of jokes, charm, asteroid
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showers, and enough tuna for everyone!
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